Give your grad the gift of AMA membership

They made it through med school—so celebrate your grad’s incredible accomplishment by gifting them an AMA membership to help set them up for a lifetime of success.

*
Free gift*  2 years for $10

Laptop and tablet stand
• **A powerful ally that’s protecting their future**—AMA fights scope of practice expansions nationwide to ensure patient care is led by highly-trained physicians.

• **Resources for a stellar career**—the AMA provides expert advice, contract negotiation tools and more for every step of their medical career.

• **World-class research and powerful stories**—AMA members get full access to the JAMA Network™ and other stellar research publications in multiple formats, including podcasts. They can also learn more about residency from those who have been through it on Making the Rounds®.

• **Help for the next step with FREIDA™**—when it’s time to find a dream fellowship, they can explore more than 12,500 ACGME-accredited programs with exclusive, easy-to-use features for AMA members.

• **Exclusive savings and discounts**—residents pay only $100 a month all through their training with member discounts on student loan refinancing.

• **Tools to cope with stress and burnout**—An AMA membership includes a free 2-year subscription to Headspace, the mindfulness and meditation app proven to increase resilience and focus, and many other resources to combat burnout.

**It’s easy to purchase.**

• Complete the purchase for your grad securely by selecting “Purchase Gift” above OR for **personalized service**, call AMA Member Service (800) 262-3211, Mon.–Fri., 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central.

• If you are graduating 4th year medical student, you can also take advantage of this special offer for yourself.

*While supplies last. Offer ends June 15, 2022.*